Sensory Friendly Event

at Space Center Houston

Welcome to
Sensory Friendly Event

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
This is what you will see as you arrive:

Notice the T-38 Talon Jets?

This is the front entrance:

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
This is the security table:

A friendly security person will check your bags for safety!

This is where you give your ticket:

We will scan your ticket and you will go through the turnstile.

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
This is Kid’s Space Place:

This is Mission Mars:

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
This is Astronaut Gallery:

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
This is International Space Station (ISS) Gallery:

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
The “Quiet Room” is located near ISS Gallery:

A room with less stimulation

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
Starship Gallery
Home to stellar space artifacts and flown spacecraft!

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
This is Space Traders (gift shop):
Here you can buy cool space souvenirs!

This is Zero-G Diner:
Here you can eat food and find bathrooms.

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
These areas are CLOSED for the event:

Certain interactive exhibits which have extreme volume or other sensory-challenging components:

- Morphius & T-38 Flight Simulators
- ALL Shows and Movies
- The Orbiter 360 souvenir photos & photo booths
- Destiny Theater movie – but you can cut through to go to Starship Gallery!

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels
For caregivers:

Space Center Houston staff have received training on how to help people with disorders such as autism spectrum disorder and sensory integration disorder.

People wearing pins with the autism ribbon (shown above) have specialized training and/or experience beyond the required training. All Space Center Houston staff can request assistance from the specially trained Accessibility and Inclusion Specialist below.

My name is Stephanie.

I am the accessibility and inclusion specialist and a special education teacher and instructor at Space Center Houston. I will welcome you when you arrive at our Sensory Friendly Events. You can ask me for help.

If you have questions or feedback about a sensory friendly event, please contact me at accessibility@spacecenter.org.

Please note: Some activities/displays are disabled due to high sensory levels.